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Preface

The Workshop on Language Generation and Machine Translation (UCNLG+MT) took place in Copenhagen on 11th September 2007, in conjunction with MT Summit XI. It was the second of the UCNLG workshops which have the general aims

1. to provide a forum for reporting and discussing data-based methods for generating language;
2. to open up the NLG research field to neighbouring areas in NLP and to foster cross-fertilisation between these research fields; and
3. to promote the sharing of data in NLG and the use of data-based methods of evaluation.

The special theme of this second UCNLG workshop was Language Generation and MT. Our aim in having this special theme was to explore to what extent research issues are similar, and resources and techniques can be shared, between the NLG and MT fields. We were honoured to have as our keynote speaker Kevin Knight of ISI, University of Southern California, whose paper was aptly titled “Automatic Language Translation Generation Help Needs Badly”. Several of the full workshop papers spanned both NLG and MT. There was a discussion session on Language Generation and MT chaired by Robert Dale, with contributions by Nizar Habash, Andrei Popescu-Belis, Gregor Thurmair, and Sebastian Varges.

We are pleased to say that UCNLG+MT was also host to the first Shared-Task Challenge in NLG: the Attribute Selection for GRE Challenge, organised by Anja Belz, Albert Gatt, Ehud Reiter and Jette Viethen. This Challenge was met with enthusiasm by the NLG community, attracting 19 individual registrations. 13 of the registered participants formed 6 teams and submitted a total of 22 systems by the deadline.

The UCNLG+MT Workshop was endorsed by the Association for Computational Linguistics Special Interest Group on Generation (SIGGEN). This volume presents extended abstracts for the keynote paper by Kevin Knight and the presentations in the discussion session on language generation and MT, as well as the seven full-length workshop papers which were selected in a rigorous double-blind reviewing process from submissions from France, Germany, Japan, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States. Also included are the Shared-Task reports describing the participating systems, and an overview paper reporting the evaluation results; these papers were not peer-reviewed.

We would like to thank all the authors who submitted papers and extended abstracts for the workshop, our programme committee who helped us put together an excellent workshop programme, the organisers of the MT Summit XI conference (in particular the workshop chairs), and everybody else who helped us — against the odds — to make this workshop happen.
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